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Outline �

  Motivation!
  Self-organizing maps (SOMs)!
  Results!

 North Atlantic sea level pressure!
  Antarctic Peninsula temperature!
  Antarctic sea ice edge!



Self-organizing Maps (SOMs) �

Opposite corners are often 
end members 
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Wanner et al, Surveys in Geophysics,	

22: 321-382, 2001.	




North Atlantic Atmosphere �

  Focus on NAO (North Atlantic Oscillation)!
  Dec-Jan-Feb monthly data, 1957-2001!

  ECMWF 45 yr reanalysis (ERA-40)!
  20-85° N, 80° W - 25° E!
  Anomalies from 1971-2000 baseline!

  Monthly mean, standard deviation for 
MSLP, T-2m, (U, V, Z)500!
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Mid-troposphere temperature 
and geopotential height 

Satellite era (1977-2001) 

Monthly, annual cycle 
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Latitude of northernmost extent 
10° longitude bands 

Monthly values, 1973-1996 

(Simmonds and Jacka, 1995) 







Satellite Clouds �

  New project with the AMRC!
  Attempting to “mine” the AMRC satellite 

composite database for climate info!
  Stay tuned for results next year…!



Summary�
  Self-organizing maps provide a new, alternative 

method for studying climate variability and are an 
exciting new tool for analyzing complex datasets!

  SOMs readily identify asymmetric aspects of the NAO 
and other facets of North Atlantic variability!

  SOMs provide potentially new insights into the annual 
cycles of Antarctic sea ice, the climate of the 
Antarctic Peninsula!

  Continuing work with these datasets and others 
should bring further useful insights/results!



Antarctic Peninsula�

  Focus on last 25 years (1977-2001) 
monthly ERA-40 to avoid the lack of 
data issues of the pre-satellite-era!

  Mid-troposphere temperature (T500)!
  Other variables processed but not as 

fully analyzed!





Actual dataset used: 
Monthly latitudes, 1973-1996* 
10° longitude bands 

*Simmonds and Jacka, 1995 


